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Abstract—Internet-of-things devices are widely deployed, and suffer from easy-to-exploit security issues. Due to code and platform reuse, the same vulnerability oftentimes ends up affecting a large installed base. Because patch deployments tend to be focused on server-side vulnerabilities, client software in large codebases such as Apache may remain largely unpatched, and hence, vulnerable. This problem is exacerbated by the prevalent use of some of these large codebases in IoT deployments, making their use more widespread.

In this paper, we address this issue of leaving latent vulnerabilities in legacy codebases. We propose SOLDER, a framework to patch or retrofit legacy C/C++ code by replacing any target function with a newly-implemented one in a safe language such as Rust. This allows application users to freely patch their software in a safe language whenever a patch becomes available, without the need for waiting on developers to release an official patch. When dealing with mission-critical systems, it may be infeasible to wait the months it takes, on average, for patches to be released. Internally, SOLDER performs this function swapping on LLVM bitcode, and can either target source code directly to generate the IR, or if source is unavailable, can lift a binary to LLVM bitcode before running the analyses and then recompiling back to binary.

Evaluation on 5 popular codebases shows that SOLDER produces a valid patched binary that is 2.3% smaller, on average, and mitigates 11 known exploitable vulnerabilities, while introducing limited overhead and no new bugs.

I. INTRODUCTION

While there have been efforts to expedite the process for creating and implementing software patches in response to vulnerability disclosures [1], the average time-to-patch for critical vulnerabilities has actually increased up to 205 days as of May 2021 [2]. These vulnerabilities also have a long average life expectancy of 6.9 years, where they can remain latent on a mission-critical system [3], [4]. However, once a vulnerability has been found, the median time to develop a fully-functional exploit is much faster, at 22 days [4]. To date, most patch deployments have been focused on server-side vulnerabilities [5]–[7], leaving client-side applications such as browsers, firmware, or SSH clients more open to threats.

A problem with updating or patching client-side legacy codebases is that the analyst may be unfamiliar with the original implementation language, or the source code and compilation environment are not available. Moreover, the choice of implementation language can greatly impact the quality of the patch, as software written in C/C++ tends to suffer from some every-day programming issues, including dangling pointers, memory leaks, data races, and buffer overruns/underflows [8]. Certain classes of vulnerabilities are also associated with these languages, such as memory safety issues. A survey done by Microsoft shows that since 2006, around 70% of the vulnerabilities addressed through a security update each year continue to have memory safety issues [9].

A language such as Rust can, by design, help mitigate these classes of vulnerabilities. As a memory-safe language, Rust has been considered by many companies to patch their software by creating Rust libraries for new software versions, developing APIs to invoke Rust code, and replacing anywhere from parts of their code to entire codebases with Rust. For example, Google and Microsoft have started to investigate the use of Rust for parts of their codebases and began development with a mix of C#, Rust and constrained C++ [10]. Mozilla has integrated the Quantum CSS and WebRender rendering engines, both of which are written in Rust, into Firefox [11]. Additionally, Facebook has started to build an unofficial Rust support team since 2017 to investigate the use of Rust at Facebook [12].

However, rewriting an entire software component with a new implementation language is resource-consuming work. Because patching security-critical software is time-sensitive, and rewriting components of legacy code requires substantial manual effort, we provide a framework that enables application users to update legacy code with Rust-based patches without needing to involve the application developers. SOLDER provides a platform for application users to target given functions in a codebase, and replace their definitions with user-provided patches implemented in a language of their choosing. Based on a study by Li et al. [13], the majority of security patches are localized and limited in scope, unlike general software patches. It is for this reason that we chose to implement patching at the function-level.

In this paper, we introduce SOLDER, a novel framework for patching and retrofitting legacy code with functions implemented in safer languages, such as Rust, without the need for waiting on developers to issue a patch. Using this method, technically-sophisticated application users and mission-critical organizations can incrementally patch their client software as soon as a patch is available even without access to the application source code. Using SOLDER, we are able to incrementally
patch legacy codebases at a functional granularity with any language that has an LLVM front-end.

In summary, our work makes the following contributions:

1) We present a new foundation for cross-language program patching and diversification that allows users to effectively retrofit legacy code;
2) We provide a platform that can also be used for incrementally updating legacy code to a more modern language;
3) We implement a light-weight symbolic execution mechanism for verifying the validity of user-defined patches;
4) We evaluate SOLDER on five real-world programs that cover a wide range of usage scenarios including IoT and embedded devices and demonstrate its efficacy;
5) We include a security analysis of SOLDER which shows patches implemented in a language different from that of the project can still mitigate 11 real-world CVEs while reducing the number of ROP gadgets that are present.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Motivation of Our Work

SOLDER’s goal is to provide a foundation to patch legacy code and promote software diversity among homogeneous software deployments. A problem with updating or patching legacy codebases is that the analyst may be unfamiliar with the original implementation language, or that there may be features needed from another, perhaps newer, language [14]. In other cases, the analyst may need to apply a patch immediately for a critical issue as disclosed in a Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) disclosure, where a patch is not yet provided. Waiting on an organization to release a new, patched application may be infeasible, but using SOLDER, the analyst can target the function in the application they wish to replace with an updated implementation. SOLDER operates entirely on LLVM bitcode as LLVM is a set of compiler technologies that is designed around a language-independent intermediate representation (IR), which allows us to develop a variety of bespoke transformation and analysis passes.

Using SOLDER, one is able to incrementally update legacy codebases at a functional granularity. That is, one can take a legacy C codebase and update individual functions within it in languages such as C++ or Rust. Because SOLDER is implemented at the LLV IR-level, it is language-agnostic as long as the target codebase has an LLVM front-end (e.g., clang, rustc, gollvm). While this means that we primarily target C family languages in our prototype, we can still extend it to other languages by implementing an LLVM front end for them. SOLDER applies patches at the function granularity due to the tendency of security patches to be very localized. For example, the vulnerability CVE-2019-11779 for Mosquitto shown in Figure 1 can be completely patched by updating the `mosquito_pub_topic_check()` function.

Because many manufacturers now opt to stop providing system update services for their obsolete models, millions of vulnerable, unpatched devices remain in use [15]. Being able to patch legacy or obsolete software is essential to mitigate known vulnerabilities, and especially challenging with fragmentized devices. When using SOLDER to update a target project’s language, the user also acquires the added benefit of inherently minimizing the attack surface (see Section V-D). This is worth noting as a larger attack surface may make it easier to mount attacks such as ROP and code reuse [16].

We do not claim that SOLDER guards against every possible vulnerability, nor that it cannot be bypassed in individual cases by a skilled, motivated attacker. Its goal is to allow for users to patch application codebases or binaries without involving the developers. This provides a means to patching and retrofitting legacy code. While SOLDER can effectively mitigate some known CVEs, its ability is in its general ability to incrementally update legacy code with safer, more modern languages.

B. Retrofitting Legacy Code

Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) applications and legacy codebases are both primary targets for attacks as they tend not to provide sufficient security features. To mitigate this attack vector, there have been efforts in retrofitting COTS binaries and legacy code, typically with wrappers [17]. These generic wrappers are meant to act as an intermediate layer that can observe and modify data passing through the interfaces, acting as a form of sanitization and validation [18]–[20]. The main challenge with retrofitting some legacy code is identifying where these sensitive operations occur [21].

As retrofitting legacy code is typically done manually, program analysis has been shown to help this process by guiding analysts to critical program points [22]. However, this still necessitates making modifications directly to the target codebase, and having a strong understanding of the system,
whereas SOLDER allows developers to provide a functional patch without needing to understand the holistic codebase.

C. Binary Patching

Binary patching provides a means to fixing bugs in applications when part of an application’s source code has been lost, or when an environment the application requires is not available. For example, many embedded systems and bare-metal systems do not have the available source code, or the original compilation toolchain, which makes patching them difficult, or even impossible. Although tools such as Ghidra or IDA Pro provide a robust platform for reverse engineering and binary modification, the requirement of having an advanced understanding of assembly language limits its general applicability, and the manual work required is non-trivial. For example, Microsoft has spent a significant amount of effort to manually fix CVE-2017-11882 using tools such as these [23].

SOLDER provides a novel way to perform program patching without directly touching the assembly language. We also assume that we do not have access to paid tools such as IDA Pro for finding patch insertion points like in BinPatch [24]. Instead, we utilize the expressiveness of LLVM bitcode, and perform all of SOLDER’s operations at that level. While other tools like BinPatch modify binaries by inserting long jumps to the patch code, we focus on actually removing the vulnerable code. This addresses the potential security issue BinPatch introduces with long jumps violating security requirements like control flow integrity (CFI). This makes binary patching more feasible, and saves both time and human effort.

III. DESIGN OVERVIEW

A. Objectives and Assumptions

SOLDER sets out to provide a semi-automated framework for swapping out discrete components within a codebase using user-provided, or publicly-available source patches. Our tool currently works at the function-level by targeting specific functions within a project, removing all references to that function, and replacing them with the new target functions. While there are various use cases for SOLDER, such as program hardening, program diversification, program understanding, or incrementally updating a codebase’s implementation language; we are primarily working to address the gap between vulnerability disclosure and patch availability. Using SOLDER, a user can implement their own patch for a known-vulnerable function as soon as they have one working, or they can use a publicly available patch that is yet to be pushed into an automatic update.

Currently, we assume that source code is available for the codebases that we target. However, SOLDER can also work on binaries, in which case there are some limitations (see Section VI-C). SOLDER does not, however, modify the source code of the project itself. Instead, it makes a set of LLVM passes that resolve the functions to swap at compilation and linking time. While our use case here assumes access to source, we have done a number of tests to show that SOLDER is capable of applying this patching technique to binary targets without access to the source. We also assume that any target codebases can be compiled with an LLVM frontend (e.g., Clang), as our analyses operate on bitcode. We also assume that any patches from the NVD database are correct, but user-provided patches need to be verified.

An overview of SOLDER’s workflow is shown in Figure 3. The following sections go into more detail on each of the corresponding steps shown there.

B. Patch Generation

The first thing SOLDER requires is a patch for a given project. Currently, we rely on patches detailed in the National Vulnerability Database (NVD). If there is a source patch provided via a git commit, we take the diff to find the parent function, and translate the whole function into Rust using C2Rust [25]. The Rust patch is put into a separate file and compiled to LLVM bitcode while the target project is being compiled or lifted to the same IR. While this technique relies on the accuracy of a provided patch, this is the simplest approach to using SOLDER in an automated way. Our target use case, however, would typically be that the user has developed an out-of-source patch independently of the application developers, allowing them to implement the patch without waiting for one to be rolled out in an update.

While it is true that using a direct translation to Rust would typically use primarily unsafe code, we found that despite this, a direct translation using unsafe Rust was still better than keeping the native legacy language. Implementing updated code in Rust provided a reduction in attack surface (via ROP gadgets) even when leaving the vulnerability latent.

If a patch is available from NVD or another public source, we simply transpile that patch to Rust, and inject that into the project with SOLDER. Otherwise, in the case where a vulnerability is disclosed, but yet-to-be patched, we can either: (i) write a patch on our own in the language of our choice; or (ii) transpile the vulnerable function to a Rust equivalent and use that as a patch. In the second case, we may not be mitigating the vulnerability, but we are altering the attack surface, while potentially implicitly patching the vulnerability if it is something memory-related, for instance, as Rust provides strong memory safety guarantees. There is a potential trade-off here where applying an unvetted patch prematurely may result in leaving a vulnerability present or even introduce a new one. However, we found that refactoring legacy code to Rust always had a net benefit. The workflow of the patch generation step is shown in Figure 2.

![Workflow of SOLDER’s patch generation component for translating publicly-available native patches to a Rust equivalent.](image-url)
Fig. 3. Overview of SOLDER’s workflow shown in its 4 stages. The vulnerable function `ap_escape_quotes()` from Apache (CVE-2021-39275) and a patch written in Rust are first compiled to bitcode (a). Next, they are linked with the symbol names in the patch mangled (b). The patch injection step swaps out the vulnerable function with the patch (c). The compiled binary is then tested before being ready for deployment (d).

1) Patch Testing: Once we have a candidate patch, we test the patch to provide some guarantees that it will not be introducing any previously-unknown bugs, or semantic errors. First, we run any unit tests which may be available with the target program. Next, using the LLVM-based symbolic execution engine, KLEE [26], we run symbolic execution against the patch that we generated. Because symbolic execution scales poorly, we only run it against the patch in isolation instead of in the context of the entire program. Since we chose to use Rust-based patches, in order to test them using KLEE, we require LLVM bitcode of the core Rust libraries. This testing gives us a quick result indicating the presence or absence of any bugs, as KLEE attempts to explore every path in the program.

We initially explored using QSYM [27] as well as KLEE. Using a greybox fuzzing approach had some drawbacks such as needing seed input, and issues working on network protocols. We opted for using symbolic execution over fuzzing here because we are operating on the LLVM IR level, which made KLEE a good option in our workflow. Because symbolic execution scales poorly, we only run it against the patch in isolation instead of in the context of the entire program. Since we chose to use Rust-based patches, in order to test them using KLEE, we require LLVM bitcode of the core Rust libraries. This testing gives us a quick result indicating the presence or absence of any bugs, as KLEE attempts to explore every path in the program.

For our testing setup, SOLDER only runs KLEE against a target patch for 30 seconds before terminating. We chose this short amount of time as it does not incur too much overhead, while also providing 84% instruction coverage on average, as shown in Table VI.

C. Compilation to Bitcode

Once we have the patch from our previous step, it is time to compile that and the target project to LLVM bitcode. SOLDER operates on bitcode as opposed to source due to the fact that it allows multiple source languages to be mutually-intelligible. For instance, swapping out a function in a C-based project with a new function written in Rust is straightforward when that operation happens at the bitcode level. For patches written in C/C++ or Rust, this step is straightforward, as it only requires that we provide certain compile-time flags to `rustc` or Clang. However, when compiling the target program to bitcode, we must accommodate both the case where we have access to source/build files and the case where we only have the compiled binary.

When we have access to the project’s source, it is just a matter of wrapping the build process to force emitting LLVM bitcode. This is done by setting the compilation flags for Clang to output the intermediate files. In the case of some larger projects, we also used Whole Program LLVM (WLLVM) [28] for bitcode extraction, and eventually moved to integrating this into SOLDER as it simplified the overall process. Using WLLVM simplified the building to LLVM bitcode process because it acts as a drop-in replacement for `gcc` in any build system. This saves a lot of time in the case of projects where...
we would otherwise need to manually modify the build system to output bitcode.

In the case of no access to source, we use the tool Ret-Dec [29] for lifting the binary to LLVM bitcode. As this lifter supports most executable file formats and architectures, it provides ample support for SOLDER to patch binaries without access to source code. While we tested using SOLDER without access to source, those tests were constrained to smaller programs, and evaluation on more real-world programs is left to future work. SOLDER’s compilation to bitcode step is shown in Figure 3(a).

D. Component Linking

To target functions for swapping in from another file, we use the LLVM built-in, llvm-link, to link together each of the components we compiled to LLVM bitcode. To avoid errors for multiply-defined symbols, we run another pass at this stage that mangles function names. This obviates the need for worrying about reusing function names in the user-provided patch. Details on this pass are outlined in the next subsection. However, the intermediate linked file that is created here will be larger as it may include multiple definitions of the same functionality as they were necessary for compiling the patch independently. These superfluous functions will be properly cleaned up in the subsequent steps. Once everything is linked into one bitcode file, SOLDER is then ready to invoke the LLVM pass that swaps the given function(s) with the functions in the provided patch. The component linking process is shown in Figure 3(b).

1) Function Name Mangling: Because we may be trying to link arbitrarily many files with matching symbol names (think multiply defined main function symbols), we first have to run an LLVM pass that prepends function names and global variables with their component file ID, or some other unique ID specified by the user. Once we mangle the names accordingly, we are able to successfully link all the bitcode files. This name mangling pass also accepts an exclude parameter that allows the user to provide a list of functions not to mangle. This is useful for specifying which source file has the main function that we wish to keep so we do not have to specify a program entrypoint later. This pass also accepts the prefix parameter that allows the user to specify a static value to prepend to function and global variable names for mangling. For example, a function named read_config in the patch file would be transformed to _ignore_read_config when the prefix is set to ignore.

E. Patch Injection

The LLVM pass that handles the actual swapping of functions takes the parameters target and replacement. This is used to target the function we wish to swap and point to the implementation of its candidate replacement. The only requirement here is that the function parameters and return type match. We cannot, for instance, replace an int add(...) {...} function with a float add(...) {...} function as they accept different types when they are called. We can, however, replace a C-defined int add(...) {...} with a Rust-defined pub fn add(...) → u32 {...}. As long as the parameters and return types match, the rest of the function’s implementation is up to the discretion of the patch author.

Once the function patching has taken place, we then remove any extraneous functions that were linked in using SOLDER’s def-use analysis pass. The Rust patches tend to need more helper functions defined, but some of these are never used, and can make our binaries larger than they need to be. For instance, writing a standalone patch for an addition function in Rust results in an extra four functions when outputting LLVM bitcode. The first of these functions is rust_eh_personality, which is a language item used by the failure mechanism of the Rust compiler. While this is necessary in our initial patch compilation step, we can safely remove it at this stage as all it does is add bloat to our output binary. By using our data-flow analysis to find dependencies between functions, we can simply remove those linked functions that have no references without breaking any other functionality. The workflow of patch injection is shown in Figure 3(c).

F. Build Testing

Once all the preceding steps have taken place, we can now generate the object code from the patched bitcode. This step is built on LLVM’s static compiler, llc. SOLDER outputs the bitcode to an object (.o) file, then reuses the compile commands from the original project. The compile commands can be extracted either by using the flag -DCMAKE_EXPORT_COMPILE_COMMANDS=ON for CMake, or by wrapping the compilation process using Bear [30]. In the case that we do not have access to the source and build environment, this last step is scripted using Clang. SOLDER attempts to compile the object file without any options, then finds any missing dependencies and attempts to resolve those incrementally using a trial and error approach.

Once we have recompiled the binary, we run any test suites that are provided with the codebase in the case of source and tests being available. This process is shown in Figure 3(d).

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Our SOLDER prototype implementation is built as a set of compilation passes on LLVM [31]. SOLDER works on C/C++ and Rust programs that are compiled into LLVM bitcode.

For our patch generation stage, we extended the tool cve-search [32] to follow referenced links in order to automate getting source-level patches. For translating the patches from C to Rust, we use C2Rust [25]. Next, for the patch testing, we use KLEE [26], which operates on LLVM bitcode, just like the rest of SOLDER. KLEE did not require any modifications to work in our system.

The linking stage of SOLDER requires handling multiply-defined symbols. To facilitate this step, we implemented the name-mangler LLVM pass. Next, SOLDER targets a given
function and replaces it with a new implementation. This is implemented as another LLVM pass, injector-pass.

Lastly, for evaluation purposes, we built on RetDec [29] to test lifting binary to LLVM bitcode and back. For evaluating ROP gadget counts, we used the ROPgadget tool [33].

SOLDER is implemented with 775 lines of C++, 522 lines of Rust, 304 lines of Python, and 126 lines of Bash, not including the tools we used unmodified.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the prototype of SOLDER. We conducted: (i) micro-performance benchmarks to measure the overhead of each step of patching; (ii) macro-performance tests on 5 real-world programs that run on Linux-based embedded systems to measure SOLDER’s overall overhead; (iii) tests to show the correctness of the patched binary; and (iv) a security analysis of how SOLDER can mitigate known vulnerabilities. The codebases evaluated are characterized in Table I.

A. Micro-Performance Tests

The compile-time overhead of patching target programs can be broken down into four steps as shown in Table II: (i) compilation of the target codebase and patch to LLVM bitcode ($S_{bc}$); (ii) linking the patch into the target project ($S_{link}$); (iii) swapping the patched function in place of the original ($S_{swap}$); and (iv) recompiling the patched binary ($S_{exit}$) at the end of the workflow.

As we can see in Table II, the two stages that incur the most overhead are bitcode generation, and recompilation. Because some projects are larger, the bitcode generation step ($S_{bc}$) can take considerably longer as we see with Mongoose versus OpenSSL. The main bottleneck here is that we must output bitcode for the Rust patch as well as the target project. While the Rust patch is typically very small, compiling the target project itself to LLVM bitcode may be non-trivial. The last step of recompilation ($S_{exit}$) can also potentially slow down the process; however, it is always roughly the same overhead as simply compiling the target project (see Table III). It should be noted that the primary component of SOLDER which performs the function swapping always incurs a low overhead compared with the compilation steps.

We omit the step of patch generation as in our model, this stage may be manually done by the user. However, there are cases where we have automated the process of generating a patch in Rust from a publicly-available patch in C/C++, as shown in Figure 2. In our evaluation, the patches we used were all pulled from NVD and transpiled from their native language to Rust, following this automated approach. Furthermore, we tested replacing arbitrary functions in each codebase for the purpose of incremental updating, and not vulnerability mitigation. In these cases, SOLDER is able to directly translate a target function into a Rust equivalent with negligible overhead.

B. Macro-Performance Tests

For our 5 evaluation targets, we measured the end-to-end overhead of using SOLDER. While all 5 targets were written in C (see Table I), they could just as easily have been implemented in any other language that has an LLVM frontend. We chose these projects due to their ubiquity, especially in embedded/IoT deployments. Working with these large, C-based projects is also more in-line with our model of patching or retrofitting legacy codebases.

Compile-time Overhead. We measure the whole compilation process of running SOLDER on our 5 target programs. On average, SOLDER incurs a 36.9% overhead. Table III shows the difference in compile times using SOLDER versus the default compiler for each project.

Runtime Overhead. As SOLDER provides patches directly to the target codebase, the only overhead incurred is at compilation time. When analyzing runtime statistics, there is no discernible difference in performance between running the binary with a native patch or a SOLDER-based patch.

Binary Size Measurement. Because the programs we target typically run on resource-constrained devices, it is important that SOLDER does not result in a binary that is too large. Table IV shows the difference in size of the natively-patched binary and the Rust-based patch implemented from SOLDER. The only instance where SOLDER generates a larger binary is with OpenSSH. This was due simply to the size of the patch; however, we believe that if we manually wrote the patch in a more optimized way, the resulting binary would be smaller. Overall, we see that on average, using SOLDER results in a
binary that is 2.3% smaller than its native counterpart. In our tests, we found that the reason for smaller binaries was due to SOLDER's def-use analysis stage. That is, after the Rust-based patch is inserted, the def-use analysis stage then looks for any unused functions that can be safely removed. In these cases, we found that some Rust-based patches do not utilize functions that the original patch did. When this is the case, those functions in question can be safely removed from the codebase, thus reducing the overall compiled size.

C. Correctness of Patched Binary

In order to provide guarantees on the correctness of the patched binaries SOLDER produces, we re-run any unit tests that are provided with the project. Table V shows the number of tests run for each codebase, and the respective number of crashes observed. However, if test suites are not available, or if we are assuming no access to source at all, then we need to rely on symbolic execution. SOLDER uses KLEE to thoroughly test the user-provided patch before swapping it into the target. Table VI shows the amount of test coverage provided by KLEE and the errors reported for each.

For all of the included unit tests we ran against our targets, there were no errors reported for our SOLDER-patched version. However, when running KLEE against one of our individual patches, we found an out-of-bound pointer error in a Mongoose patch. Because our patch was a direct Rust translation of the one provided by the Mongoose developers, we also tested their patch, and found that the same error was triggered. This shows that while SOLDER did not introduce any new errors, those that are latent can still be present when the patch is not adequately vetted.

To provide a real-world test on the correctness of a patched binary, we compiled a patched version of OpenSSH, and ran sshd on a production server for two weeks without any reported errors, or issues from users. Over the course of this two-week-long experiment, we had an average of 27 SSH connections to the server per-day. This test gives us confidence that our version of OpenSSH’s sshd with Rust-based patches does not introduce any new issues that were previously not present.

D. Security Analysis

When evaluating SOLDER, we targeted specific commits for the codebases where a known CVE was present. A summary of the CVEs we targeted per-codebase is shown in Table VII. The CVEs we targeted were all relatively localized as far as how many functions needed to be modified to provide a working patch. Our evaluation made two observations: (i) the patches we provided that were written in Rust mitigated all 11 of these known CVEs, and (ii) when providing a Rust-based patch, the number of ROP gadgets present in the binary was reduced compared to native patching. ROP gadgets are machine instruction sequences that an attacker can execute in order to hijack program control flow. Chaining these gadgets together allows an attacker to perform arbitrary operations, hence the importance in minimizing their count as much as possible.

While our goal is not to just reduce the number of ROP gadgets present in a binary, this added benefit is helpful for reducing the attack surface of our targets. Figure 4 shows the total number of ROP gadgets present for each binary where: DS(Rust) is where we replace the vulnerable function with a direct Rust translation, Patch(Rust) is where we implement a Rust-based patch, NP is a native-implemented patch, and UM is the unmodified, vulnerable project. In all of the above cases, the SOLDER-generated binaries have fewer ROP gadgets present, even when we only provide a direct translation of a given function and do not patch a vulnerability. Overall, we observe that SOLDER reduces ROP gadget count by an additional 3.7% compared to the native patches, on average. This shows the feasibility of SOLDER being used over time to further harden a project via its patch.

E. Case Studies

We have shown at a high-level how SOLDER works in Section III. Next, we will provide a case study for one of the evaluated CVEs as an example to illustrate how SOLDER works in more detail.

1) OpenSSL (CVE-2021-23841): The OpenSSL public API function X509_issuer_and_serial_hash attempts to create a unique hash value based on the issuer
TABLE VII
CHARACTERIZATION OF CVEs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>CVE</th>
<th>App Name</th>
<th>CVE Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>CVE-2021-23841</td>
<td>OpenSSL v≤1.1.11</td>
<td>Remote DoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>CVE-2021-3712</td>
<td>OpenSSL v1.1.1-1.1.1k</td>
<td>Remote DoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>CVE-2016-6515</td>
<td>sshd v&lt; 7.3</td>
<td>Remote DoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSH</td>
<td>CVE-2021-41617</td>
<td>sshd v6.2-8.8</td>
<td>Privilege escalation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSH</td>
<td>CVE-2021-28041</td>
<td>ssh-agent v&lt;8.5</td>
<td>Double free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>CVE-2021-39275</td>
<td>httpd v≤ 2.4.48</td>
<td>Buffer over-write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>CVE-2021-40438</td>
<td>httpd v≤ 2.4.48</td>
<td>Malicious request forwarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongoose</td>
<td>CVE-2021-26530</td>
<td>HTTPS Server</td>
<td>Remote OOB write attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongoose</td>
<td>CVE-2019-13503</td>
<td>MQTT v6.16</td>
<td>Remote DoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosquitto</td>
<td>CVE-2019-11779</td>
<td>MQTT v6.15</td>
<td>Heap-based buffer over-read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Broker v1.5.0-1.6.5</td>
<td>Stack overflow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. ROP gadget count for target code base with a direct function swap in Rust (DS (Rust)), a patch implemented in Rust (Patch (Rust)), a native patch in the original language (NP), and the unmodified project (UM).

**and serial number data contained within an X509 certificate. However, it fails to correctly handle any errors that may occur while parsing the issuer field. This may result in a crash leasing to a potential denial of service.

SOLDER was able to correctly locate the vulnerable function, X509_issuer_and_serial_hash, by getting the patch file that corresponds to the CVE and finding the function that was modified. Next, SOLDER takes the whole function and translates it to Rust code using the tool C2Rust. This produces a Rust-based patch which may make use of some unsafe code features in favor of a fully-automated workflow. The Rust patch is then compiled to LLVM bitcode and tested using the symbolic executor, KLEE. Next, the name-mangler pass is run against the patch bitcode to guarantee there are no symbol naming collisions before linking it with the whole program OpenSSL bitcode using llvm-link. Now, the injector-pass is able to replace the original function with a Rust version.

Finally, we replay any available tests against the patched binary. In this case, OpenSSL comes bundled with very thorough unit tests, which we consider to be sufficient for positining that our cross-language patch does not introduce any new bugs. We also test using a proof of concept exploit against the now patched binary, and verify that it is no longer exploitable (see Section V-D).

**VI. DISCUSSION**

**A. Patching Techniques**

We show that SOLDER is capable of patching applications by replacing individual functions with updated implementations. This prototype of SOLDER targets individual functions primarily due to the typical localized nature of software bugs. Other potential options could be to keep the patch separate from the program, and do the patching in-memory, or to adopt a full binary rewriting approach for patch injection. We chose to implement an approach where SOLDER can perform patching and source-level modification operating on LLVM IR, which we believe provides the most general framework for extending support to other languages.

**B. Generalizability**

In order to demonstrate the applicability of SOLDER beyond C/C++ codebases with patches in Rust, we would need to extend support by writing LLVM frontends for a target language. While we chose Rust to show cross-language support for patching, SOLDER can be easily adapted to support other languages: As long as the language has an LLVM frontend so it can generate bitcode, it will work within our system. Although not included in our evaluation, we conducted tests to show that patches could have been written in Haskell or Go instead of Rust. The only caveat here is that SOLDER requires its LLVM version be consistent with the LLVM version used to generate the project bitcode. In our cases, this is not an issue since our rustc compiler uses LLVM version 12.0, which is the same as the SOLDER system. When extending support to Haskell, however, we are more limited with the capabilities of SOLDER’s LLVM passes as GHC (v8.6.5) only supports LLVM version 6.0 for its bitcode output.
C. Limitations

When applying SOLDER to binaries without access to source, we still require knowing the names of the target functions that we wish to replace. This can be infeasible if the binary in question has been stripped of debugging symbols. While we do not have a generalized solution to this application scenario, we leave this reverse engineering problem to our future work. Lifting a binary to LLVM IR is also a non-trivial problem in general, as binary lifting is not decidable and may lead to inconsistencies in support for analysis tasks [39].

Another limitation of SOLDER is that our patch testing phase is built on top of KLEE, which means for full granularity of results, we need LLVM bitcode of any library functions that we want modeled. In our case, that meant manually compiling the Rust standard library to LLVM bitcode so we could symbolically execute the patch using KLEE. This is only required when we want to support new languages like Rust. When writing patches in C++, for instance, we simply use KLEE’s version of uClibc [40]. In the case of more complex functions, KLEE may need to limit parameters such as loop unrolling depth. This means that the coverage is not fully complete. We acknowledge that this means we cannot truly prove the absence of bugs, but we are instead providing a level of confidence that we do not introduce any new bugs.

VII. RELATED WORK

a) Retrofitting Legacy Code: Necula et al. [41] presented a program analysis and transformation system called CCured to add memory safety guarantees to legacy C programs. It works by first analyzing the program then attempts to find the safe portions that already adhere to a strong type system with the remainder of the program being instrumented with runtime checks for memory safety. While this provides a good aid for debugging since it enforces memory safety, it does not support actual patching as it only provides instrumentation, and it is only concerned with memory safety enforcement.

Ganapathy et al. [42] presented a mechanism to assist the process of retrofitting legacy code for authorization policy enhancement. It consists of two tools, named AID and ARM. This mechanism combines static analysis and dynamic analysis to identify security-sensitive operations by analyzing canonical code-patterns being executed by the server, and then it instruments these operations and mediates them by adding calls to a reference monitor which encapsulates an authorization policy. Although AID and ARM build an automated system to retrofit legacy code, it does not fix original vulnerable security-sensitive operations, and it can only work on C source code.

Parekh et al. [43] proposed a tool to retrofit autonomic computing onto stovepipe legacy systems, called Kinesthetics eXtreme (KX). KX is a middleware-like infrastructure that provides three components, so as to add autonomic services to legacy systems by keeping monitoring and analyzing systems, and performing reconfiguration and repair. While it can retrofit autonomic capability for legacy systems, it needs to add sufficient sensors around and into systems for monitoring, and the system also needs to provide enough interfaces to allow reconfiguration. Compared with our tool, KX focuses on building an autonomic system that is self-repairing and self-configuring, while SOLDER targets currently existing vulnerable functions.

b) Binary Patching: The challenging task of binary patching has been extensively studied [15], [24], [44]. For example, BinSurgeon [45], and AutoFix-E [46] allow users to write patches using templates or source code annotations. Duan, et al. [47] proposed OSSPATCHER, which patches vulnerable open source mobile applications with source patches. While this prototype provides a layered pipeline that builds function-level binary patches from source code, much like SOLDER; a crucial difference is that it performs the patching in-memory. This means that instead of actually replacing the vulnerable code, they are jumping over it at runtime and running a patched function in place of the original while leaving the vulnerable function still present in the binary. Hu et al. [24] proposed BinPatch, which locates a defective function in a binary and replaces it with a correct version. While similar to SOLDER, they rely on IDA Pro for finding the function entry point and then add an extra .text section which connects the patch to the original code via long jumps.

Other tools work assuming that patches are available publicly or from the analyst [48]–[50]. Binary-rewriting [51]–[54] and hot-patching at runtime [48], [49] are also viable patching techniques; however, we focus on precisely targeting individual functions that can be patched to mitigate a vulnerability to minimize changes to the application.

c) Code Reuse Attack Mitigations: In a survey of code-reuse attacks (CRAs) by El-Zoghby and Azer [55], the authors presented different classes of CRA attacks and their mitigations. Among these defenses were: control-flow integrity (CFI) [56], memory layout randomization [57], instruction rewriting [58], and heuristic defenses [59], [60]. These defenses rely on randomizing memory formats, changing instructions of the vulnerable application, or using heuristic thresholds to detect abnormal behavior of software. While these methods are widely adopted, they are general defenses and do not precisely target the vulnerable parts of code. Instead, they add on layers to make exploitation harder while leaving potentially vulnerable code in place.

Kayaalp et al. [61] proposed a mechanism called branch regulation which is a hardware-supported protection against code reuse attacks meant to address the limitations of software CFI. This mechanism enforces control flow rules in hardware at the function level to disallow arbitrary control flow transfers. This system relies on annotating functions via binary rewriting then checks any control altering instructions to verify that they target legitimate destinations. While this is a useful alternative to traditional CFI, it does not allow for the replacement of potentially buggy functions, instead opting to enforce checks for arbitrary jumps.

Gionta et al. [62] presented KHide, a system for preventing code reuse attacks through the use of software diversity on kernel code at compile time. KHide is meant to prevent
the use of a priori knowledge of gadget locations to launch attacks. While KHide generates unique kernel images per compilation, the randomization is based around the insertion of NOP instructions and function permutation as shown by Homescu et al. [63] and Fu et al. [64].

Software diversification is a popular moving target defense strategy to prevent code reuse-style attacks. Jackson et al. [65] proposed a compiler-based diversification technique which uses different variation techniques, such as instruction set and register randomization, to create diversity and generate a large number of software variants. Similarly, Franz [66] presented an idea for massive-scale software diversity (MSSD) by generating a unique version of the software for each client which downloads it. Cabutto et al. [67] remove chunks of an executable binary before deployment, and store them on a remote trusted server. Wu et al. [68] present LLVM-based binary software randomization, which apply a number of IR-level transformations (e.g., instruction replacement) prior to compilation. Collberg et al. [69] use a trusted server to continuously and automatically generate diverse code variants, which are then dynamically installed within running clients. Cui and Stolfo [70] propose a host-based defense mechanism called Symbiotic Embedded Machines (SEM). They inject SEMs into host software to provide monitoring and defense services. SEM is an extra component and is executed alongside the host software. Pappas et al. [71] propose in-place code randomization, which breaks the semantics of gadgets used in return-oriented programming attacks. Although SOLDER is a tool meant for maintenance and patching of legacy code, it is still very capable of performing software diversification tasks such as these as well. By replacing arbitrary functions with functionally-equivalent counterparts in another language, we are implicitly introducing diversity into our codebase.

In contrast to existing work, SOLDER can work under the assumption that a patch is already available or will be provided by the analyst. Other tools also work by performing in-memory patching, and do not actively change or remove the underlying vulnerable code. SOLDER, however, fully replaces the underlying vulnerable function with a new implementation and recompiles the binary without the need for annotations or instrumentation.

VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, we described SOLDER, a generalized framework to help and enable application developers and third-party users to quickly patch public vulnerabilities in applications without needing to wait for an officially-released patch. As SOLDER is LLVM-based, it is language agnostic so long as there is an LLVM front-end to generate bytecode.

By automating program analysis and transformations necessary for swapping in patches, SOLDER provides an important foundation for program patching and refactoring. As we demonstrated, SOLDER provides a significant utility as a code refactoring tool where users can update legacy codebases with a newer, safer language. While this would not act as security patch, it still helps to reduce the overall attack surface through updating the implementation language. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first approach to propose function-level patching of software with cross-language patches.

IX. Availability

We publicly released the code of our SOLDER prototype on GitHub. The code can be accessed at: https://github.com/solder-project/Solder.
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